
Std- 7                  Sub: S.S                    Exam: SA1               Date:
Q.1.Multiple choice questions:                                 
1. One of these is the first Turkish invaders in India during the Medieval Period. (a) Timur   (b) Genghiz Khan   (c) 
Mahmud Ghazni   (d) Mohammad Ghori.
2. The Rashtrakutas came to power under the leadership of   (a) Dantidurga   (b) Bhoja-I  (c) Raja- Bhoja  (d) Krishna.
3. Malik Kafur belonged to this state… (a) Maharashtra  (b)Rajasthan   (c) Malwa   (d) Gujarat.
4. Qutub- ud- din Aibak was the slave of (a) Mahmud Ghazni   (b) Mohammad Ghori   (c) Timur   (d)Babur.
5. Babur”s autobiography is called   (a) Akbarnama  (b) baburnama   (c) Shah JahanNama (d) HumayunNama.
6. The Akbarnama was written by… (a) Birbal  (b) Todarmal  (c) Akbar   (d) Abulfazl.
7. Which of the following layers of the atmosphere is the closest to the earth”s  surface?  (a) Stratosphere  (b) 
Thermosphere  (c) Troposphere  (d) Mesosphere.
8. What is the composition of oxygen on the atmosphere?  (a) 20%  (b) 21%  (c) 22%  (d)23%.
9. The measurement of warmth, hotness and coldness of the atmosphere is termed as  (a) Heat  (b) Pressure  (c) 
Insolation  (d) Temperature.
10. The decrease in temperature of air at a fixed rate is called  (a) Lapse rate  (b) Temperature zone  (c) Climate  (d) 
Pressure.
11. The raised part of a wave is called  (a) Trough   (b) Tide   (c) Core   (d) Crest.
12. These currents flow on the eastern coasts of three southern continents.(a) cold currents  (b) Hot currents  (c) 
warm currents  (d) Atlantic currents.
13. What is the other term for voting rights above 18 years of age?  (a) United Adult Franchise  (b) University Adult 
Franchise  (c) Universal Adult franchise  (d) United American Federation.
14. Which one of the following is not a national level political party?  (a) BSP  (b) BJP  (c) CPI  (d) SAD.
15. What is the tenure of State Legislative Assembly? (a) 6 yrs  (b) 3 yrs  (c) 5 yrs  (d) 7 yrs.
16. The study of inscription is called   (a) Epigraphy   (b) Numismatics    (c) Archaeology   (d) Philosophy.
17. Domingo, Paes was a traveller from (a) Italy   (b) France    (c) Portugal   (d) Spain
18. Which of these is a threat to environment?  (a) Growing plant   (b) Growing population  (c) Growing crops  (d) 
Growing flowers.
19. Which of these is not a component of human environment ?  (a) Mountain (b) Sea (C) Road (d) Beach
20. SIAL stands for ? (a) Silica & Magnesium (b) Silica & Aluminium (c) Silica & Alumina (d) None of these.
21. Lithosphere includes the crust and the (a) Uppermost mantle (b) Lower mantle (c) Inner core (d) None of these.
22. Ox-bow lakes are found in (a) Glaciers (b) River valleys (c)Deserts (d) Forests.
23. Which of these is not an erosional feature of sea waves? (a) Cliff (b) Beach (c) Sea wave (d) Stacks.
24. Who is the head of the Presidential form of government ? (a) President  (b) Prime Minister  (c) Legislature (d) 
Parliament.
25. Where did democracy first flourish?  (a) Cairo  (b) Athens  (c) Paris  (d) London.
26. The study of inscription is called   (a) Epigraphy   (b) Numismatics    (c) Archaeology   (d) Philosophy.
27. Domingo, Paes was a traveller from (a) Italy   (b) France    (c) Portugal   (d) Spain
28. Which of these is a threat to environment?  (a) Growing plant   (b) Growing population  (c) Growing crops  (d) 
Growing flowers.
29. Which of these is not a component of human environment ?  (a) Mountain (b) Sea (C) Road (d) Beach
30. SIAL stands for ? (a) Silica & Magnesium (b) Silica & Aluminium (c) Silica & Alumina (d) None of these.
Q.no 2. Give reasons :
1. Man modifies his environment.   2. Flood plains are very fertile.  3. Balance in our environment
4. deforestation causes pollution.     5. Tsunami causes great loss to life and property.
6. Molten magma cools and solidifies and on the surface of the earth.
7. In the mature stage, a river drops some of its sediments.
8. Stratosphere is clear and dry.    9. Our atmosphere is called oxygen rich.



10. . Wet clothes take a longer time to dry on a humid day.
11. Amount of insolation decreases from the equator towards poles.
`12. Air pressure decreases as we go up.
Q. 3. Answer the following:                        
1. What are the qualifications required to become the member of Legislative Council?
2. What are the discretionary powers of the Governor?
3. What is Universal Adult Franchise? When was it granted in India?
4. What are political parties? What are essentials of the political parties?
5. What are ocean currents?
6. What are the factors in which the rate of evaporation depends?
7. What is air pressure?
8. Name the factors affecting temperature.
9. Mention the impact of atmosphere on the Earth.
10. Describe two characteristics of air.
11. What is Dashala or Bandobast system?
12. what was Din- i- llahi? Explain briefly .
13. Who were iqtadars?
14. Who was the first woman ruler of the Delhi Sultanate? Why was she opposed by nobles?
15. Write short note on Solankis.
16. How are beaches formed?
17. What are igneous rocks? How are they formed ?
18. Explain the method of waste disposal you adopt at home.
19. How are coins useful in giving us information about Medieval Period?
20. What is the meaning of the word “Democracy”?
21. Mention the impact of the atmosphere on the Earth.
22.What is focus on the earthquake?
23. What are rocks? State their any two important features.
24. What is called human and natural environment? State one feature of each.
25. Name the factors affecting temperature.
Q.3. Differentiate between :                          
a. Legislative Assembly and Council.               B. Fresh water and Saline water.  
c. Solar radiation and Insolation                       d. Heat and temperature.
e. Direct and indirect election.                          F. National and state level political parties
Q.4. Write long answers:                                 
1. Describe the Chola”s village administration.
2. Describe the reforms introduced by Ala-Ud-din Khijli.
4. Describe briefly the three types of planetary winds.
5. Describe the significance of Universal Adult Franchise.
6. What are the various functions performed by the Council of Ministers?
7. What are waves? How does it cause destruction?
8. Explain the different forms of condensation.
9. Explain the factors influencing atmospheric pressure.
10. Name and explain the layers of atmosphere.
11. What are the different archaeological sources? Explain any one of them in detail.
12. What were the historical developments made during the medieval period?
13. Rajendra Chola was the true successor of his father Rajaraja-1. Explain
14. Describe Raziya Sultana as an efficient ruler.
15. How is the political and economic equalities ensured?
16. Discuss the election procedure followed in India.
17. What are the various functions performed by the council of ministers?
18. What are the various functions performed by the political  party?
19. Evaluate some key features of democracy.



20. Difference between general, mid term and by elections.
Q. 5.  Fill in the blanks :                                                                                                
1. ___ is one of the pillar of democracy.
2. The emergence of democracy is not ___ throughout the world.
3. Average thickness of the Crust is ____ km.
   4. ____ rocks are softer than igneous rocks.
   5. An earthquake originates from the____
   6. ___ looks after the concerns of the state government.
   7. ____ first originates at the Legislative assembly.
   8. ___ is the chief executive of the head of the state.
   9. ____ of the election dates is made by the Election commission.
   10. ____ always works as a check on the power of the ruling party.
   11. Civil Rights Movement Act was enacted in__.
   12. We adopt ___ instead of open canal irrigation.
   13. The average salinity of ocean water is_____ of water.
   14. ____ can occur as rain, hail, snow depending upon the temperature of air.
   15. ___ layer lava I spoor on Silica.
   16. Sher Shah was the ruler of __ Empire.
   17. ___ was appointed as the regent patron of Akbar.
   18. ___ visited the court of Jahangir in 1615.
   19. ____ founded the Tuqhlaq dynasty.
   20. ___ invaded India in 1398.
   21. The Paramaras ruled the region around____.
   22. The last major dynasty to embrace Buddhism was ___
   Q. no.6. Write true or false:
  a. Earthquake are most common only in some parts of the Earth.___
  b. Minerals are not essential for the growth of plants.____
c. Universal Adult Franchise is not applicable in India.____d. “ Joothan” is written by Om Prakash Valmiki.____
e. The study of coins is called epigraphy.____f. Prashastis were long poems written in praise of the kings.____
g. Abdur Razzaq was a Persian traveller._____h. Baburnama was written by Abduk fazl.___
i.All rocks on the earth”s surface are composed of minerals.___
j. The thickness of the earth”s crust is greater under the ocean floor.___
k. Glorious revolution is also known as Bloodless Revolution.___
l. Democracy is a form of government in which a group of individuals rule the people.___
m. Liberty, Equality, Fraternity and Rule of law are basic features that continue to make democracy popular in the 
contemporary world.___
n. Universal Adult Franchise was granted to Indian citizens in 1913.___
o. Bi- party system prevails in India.___
p. Opposition party praises the policies and programmes of the ruling party.___
  Q.7.  Match the following:
1. Biosphere                                                                      a. Our surrounding.
2. Atmosphere                                                                  b. Blanket of air, which surrounds the earth.
3. Hydrosphere                                                                 c. Narrow zone where land, water and air interact.
4. Environment                                                                 d. Domain of water.
5. Earthquake                                                                    e. England.
6. Om Prakash Valmiki                                                     f. President is the head of the state.
7. Thomas Jefferson                                                         g. Written Constitution
8. Presidential system of government                          h. The United states of America.
9. Federal Government                                                    i. Dalit writer.
10. Glorious Revolution                                                   j. Vibration of the Earth.
11. Glacier                                                                          k. Hard bedrock.
12. Meanders                                                                     l. Seashore. 



13. Beach                                                                              m. Deserts.
14. Sand dunes                                                                     n. Rivers.
15. Waterfall                                                                         o. River of ice.
16. Head of the state                                                           p. Chief minister.
17. Head of the state government                                    q. Members of legislative Assembly.
18. Permanent Body                                                             r. Members of Legislative Council.
19. Can be solved earlier                                                      s. Governor.
20. MLC                                                                                   t. State Legislative Assembly
21. MLA                                                                                   u. Legislative Council. 

   Q. no 8. Draw the following:  
a. layers of atmosphere     b. Heating of atmosphere   c. Temperature zones   d. Types of Rainfall  e. Hydrological cycle   f. 
Map of Delhi Sultnate under Iltumish.
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Q.1. Choose the correct option to fill in the blanks:                 
a. Anne Sewell was born in ____ (Australia/England).
b. Her father was a ___ (horse trader/bank manager).
c. A compassionate person ___ animals.( caresfor/abuses)
d. The English used horses in the___. (zoos/ industries)
e. Anna was disabled because of a ____ (flight/accident)
f. She kept herself occupied in spite of her ___ (nature/disability)
g. Anna helped her father by taking him to the ____ (station/ factory)
h. Her interest in writing is because of her ___ (father/ mother)
i. She __ the novel Black Beauty. (edited/wrote).
Q.2. Match the following :                                
a. Sleet                                        1. A storm with a lot if snow and strong winds.
b. Drift                                         2. A vehicle that you sit on to travel over snow.
c. Floe                                          3. Snow which has not hardened and is soft like feather.
d. Blizzard                                   4.a mixture of snow and rain.
e. Feathery snow                       5. A large area of ice floating on the surface of the sea.
f. Iceberg                                     6. The movement of the snow when the wind blows it into a large pile. 
g. Sledge                                      7. An animal with large antlers growing from its head, living in the Arctic region.

   h. Reindeer                                 8. A very large piece of ice floating in the sea with only a small amount of it above 
                                                          the surface of the water.

Q. 3. If the subject is singular the verb should be singular. Use this rule to correct the error in these sentences:
a. People who has the power to influence the masses should do so.
b. The government have asked to people to minimise the use of petroleum based products.
c. Every one in the class have completed their project.
d. All the members of the committee has met to discuss the issue.
e. Neither the people nor the government seem to take the issue seriously.
f. Anita, along with all her friends, have gone to see the film.
G. The volunteers has vaccinated all the residents of that colony.
h. It were good news.
Q.4. Answer the following:                               
a . What does extinction mean?
b. Where can you find Pandas?
c. What does the Red List of Threatened Species feature?
d. What is common among these animal: Asiatic Lion, Snow Leopard and Volcano Rabbit?
e. Why did the man kill the Leopards?
f. What were the meal of the Leopards?
g.  Why has the Leopard become an endangered animal?
h.  How did Emma feel when she heard the success of the film?
i. How many Harry Potter films did Emma do and which one was her favourite?
j. How was Emma’sfame changed her life?
k. What do you think don’t the children in the story “Six Kilometres to School” feel tired after the walk?
l. Why don’t the children have primary school in their village?



m. Why do you think he is accepting this without protesting?
n. What doe Emma Watson do when she is not working?
o. What do you think people should quit after one or two tries? Give your opinion.
p. How was the condition of children in the story  “Six kilometres to School”?

   Q.5. Match the following:
a. Leopards needs to be protected             1. Are some of the qualities leopards are known for.
b. Leopards are found in                               2. Antelopes, wild pigs, monkeys, birds and livestock.
c. Leopards are known by their                    3. For the future generations to know them.
d. Ability to run fast, climb tress &swim     4. Africa, Southern Sahara& Asia.
e. A leopard”s diet comprises                       5. They were probably stored by a leopard.
f. If you find remains of dead animals         6. Spots.
     on trees.
Q. 6. Find the words from the text that mean the same as the following:          
a. A chance to do something______
b. A type of plant or animal that may soon disappear from the world.____
c. To me made of____
d. Something that is annoying_____
e. To damage completely.____
f. To go to another place or another part of the world._____
g. A change with a big effect.___
h. A popular style.____
Q.7.Find the meanings :
a. Tanish picked up a quarrel with his neighbours often.____
b. They had to listen when I put down my views.____
c. Her arrival lifted the gloom in the hall.___
d. Rohan is willing to carry forward his grandfather’s unfinished tasks._____
e. Though he bent backwards, they did not give him the contract.______
f. Sheila jumps to conclusions without thinking through the issues.______
g. The meeting dragged for too long unnecessarily.______
h. India is marching ahead of others in technology._____
Q.8. Match the following:
1. Eyes play tricks on                            a. Behaving in a way that is not respectful.
2. Following a stream                           b. Very good and impressive.
3. Tying yourself up in knots               c. Seeing something other than the real thing.
4. I was so cheeky                                 d. make and serve tea.
5. I”ll fix up a good tea                         e. Confused, worried and nervous.
6. Smashing camera                              f. Go along a stream.
Q.9. Write the meanings:
1. Heath 2. Marsh   3. Convict    4. Cast    5. Rushes   6. Desperate bid    7. Civilians  8. Crumbs   9. Gorse
10. Peculiar  11. Broad arrow things   12. Fugitive   13. Horrified    14. Sharply    15. Gulping 16. Finger printed   17. 
Starting    18. Bluffing   19. Deserts   20. Arrangement   21. Daft   22. In the depth   23. Nudges   24. Faintly   25. 
Fantastic.
Q. no 10. Write true or false :                                                              
a. Emma’s spent her childhood with just her parents._____
b. The Harry Potter films were a great success._____
c. Children walk twelve kilometres to school and back.____
d. The Parents of the children in the village cannot spend money for the bus fare.____
e. The Poet in the Poem “Don’t Quit” wants us to rest without worrying about the future.____
f. Araniʼs state has a low rate of literacy.____
g. Children walk 12 kilometres to school and back._____
h. The reporter feels that education is a human right._____
i. Emma thought of becoming a Pilot when she was a child.____



j. Rowling did not think that Emma would be good for Hermione’s rule.____
k. At Stage coach Theatre Arts, Emma studied singing, dancing and acting._____

Q. no 11. Rewrite the following sentences into Passive voice :            
a. The Chopras arranged a perfect party.
b. The Brahmaputra has flooded the whole of Assam.
c. My mother covered my books.
d. Leonardo da Vinchi painted the Monalisa.
e. All the tourists to Sydney visit the Opera house.
f. A man named Martin Copper invented the first mobile phone.
Q.no 12. Complete the sentences. Use may/might to verb:                      
a. I guess he is still at the club. He ________
b. Rekha, I wonder if I ______ allowed to go with you?
c. Mother, my friends are watching football at Rohan’s house.________.
d. She _______ had she worked harder.
e. You________ the washing tonight. I_______ late.

   Q. no 13. Match the following:                                                                       
1. All uphill                                                    a. Make you feel defeated.
2. Struck it out                                              b. The unexpected happenings in life.
3. Pressing you down                                  c. Do not give up.
4. Don’t you quit                                         d. Stayed on and fought.
5. Twists and turns                                      e. When your path is filled with obstacles.

   Q. no 14. Choose the best verb from the ones given to fill up :         
a. The walk hasn’t ______ (taken away/ decreased/ reduced) Arani’s interest in education.
b. The school in my village has been lying _____ (ignored/abandoned/neglected) for long.
c. Children_____ (trek/plod/jog) six kilometre to school.
d. The 2011 report says that literacy rate has____ (increased/shot up/risen) to 75%.
e. It seems that the government has______ (ignored/forgotten/missed) to apply this law in Araniʼs village.

   Q. no 15. Match the following :                                                                 
1. Faint and faltering                                            a. Sweet success.
2. Golden Crown                                                   b. When you are losing badly.
3. Hardest hit                                                         c. a man who keep making mistakes.
4. Estimated                                                           d. Using any style who want you to perform.
5. Casting agent                                                     e.  A person who is responsible for casting people to act in a film,             
play, etc.
6. Jazz                                                                       f. Something that you guess using the information available.

  Q.no 16. Fill in the blanks with a word which means the opposite to the verb given below which is underlined:  
a. There was a lot confusion when the train arrived but complete silence when it_____.
b. The man tightened his tie when he came to office but _____ when he came home.
c. The Statue was covered till the Chief Guest arrived but was ____ when he declared it open.
d. We should neither borrow nor ____.
e. In winter, the price of vegetables decreased but now it has_____.

 Q. no 17. Imagine that you are a newspaper reporter. You would like to interview a sportsperson. Write a short   
newspaper report  on it.                                                             

Q . no 18. Choose the appropriate phases to complete the sentences:                            

By the river side            this silly film          with the information        cake with loads of icing                   waiting for me
   a. The farmers get together during the festival and celebrate_________.

b. When I arrived home I saw some people_______.
c. I can’t believe that everyone is raving_____.
d. They were standing near the table and were looking at the _____.
e. Open the computer and send them an______.
Q. no 19. Match the following :                                                                                                  



1. Paternal                                        a. worthy of being respected.
2. Admirable                                     b. Someone related to you through your father.
3. Ceremony                                     c. Stayed on and fought.
4. Pressing you down                      d.  A formal public event with traditions , actions.
5. Stuck it out                                    e. making you feel defeated.

  Q.no 20. Write sentences in the passive voice adding the necessary words and changing the spelling of the verb:    
a. the Taj Mahal / build/ Shah Jahan.    b. Young people/ use/ Mp3 player.     c. Roads/destroy/storm
d. dance recited/perform/Rasika.       e. Clothes/wash/ husbands.   F. The Chopras arranged a perfect party.
g. My mother covered my books.    H. All the tourists to Sydney visit the Opera house.  
i. A man named Martin Cooper invented the first mobile phone.  

Std.7  SA1Comput e r  Assignme n t
Fill  in  the  blanks  .
1) _________ can’t infect computer hardware.
2) The full form of virus is_______________________.
3) _____________ viruses are permanent  .
4) ______________ dwell in RAM.
5) ______________  viruses infects a part of a hard disk.
6) Polyboot.B and AntiEXE. are examples of ____________ viruses
7) ____________ are similar to computer viruses.
8) An ____________ is also a software program that detects the virus and removes it immediately.
9) Norton and AVG are Some popular  _____________ software.
10) A Trojan horse will not replicate like a virus program, but it does a lots of damage to our computer every time 

we open and run it.
11) 11Chart Area is defined as 
A The areas within which all chart component are found.
B The area within horizontal and vertical axes
C The area where the chart title is typed
D None of the above
12) A _______ chart is used to plot the data for a single data series.
A Column B Pie C Bar D Line
13) _______ error indicates that the column is not wide enough to display the numbers.
A ### B #### C both a and b D None
14) _________ is a plug in.
A Flash player B Web browser C Both a and b D Fire fox
15) _______ is web browser.
A Google B Yahoo C Mozilla Firefox D None
16) Browser uses a _____ that enables you to navigate by pointing and clicking the mouse.
A GUUI B CLI C URL D None
17) A virus can infect ________
A Monitor B Keyboard C MS Word D CPU
18) Spreadsheet is an ______ sheet.
A Electrical B Electronic C Electric D None
19) How many data series are there in Ms Excel Chart?
A 258 B 269 C 256 D 265
20) A ______ location in a spreadsheet is referred to as cell reference.
A Row’s B Column’s C Cell’s D All



21) ________ save us from writing lengthy formula.
A Formula B Functions C Both a & b D None
22) Internet Explorer is a web browser that was developed by ______.
A Microsoft Office B Micro Office C Micro soft D None
23) Most of the browser are _______ browser.
A Text B Audio C Video D Graphical
24) Computer virus can enter the computer through an _______.
A Floppy B CD C Pen drive D All
25) Computer Virus is created by _________.
A Computer B Software C Programmer D Download from Internet 
26) Computer Virus usually spread in one of the ______ ways.
A 3 B 4 C 5 D 6
27) ______ gets a bad name as a source of viruses.
A Infected Floppy B CD C Pen Drive D Internet
28) The first computer virus for _______ was a boot sector.
A MS- OFFICE B MS-DOC C MS- DOS D MS- DOF
29) Resident Virus dwell in __________ and damage all files.
A RAM B ROM C CPU D All
30) ______ viruses that infect a part of hard disk.
A Resident B Direct Action C Over write D Boot
31) 21 ______ viruses are designed to perform target activities.
A Directory Viruses B File Infectors C Worms D Trojan
32) ______ are less effective & are easy to remove.
A Directory Virus B Worms C Trojan D None
33) ________ is small software program that uses computer networks & takes advantage of security weakness.
A Directory Virus B Worms C Trojan D File Infectors
34) ________ are the common  PC Viruses.
A File Infectors B Direct Action C Resident D None
35) ________ are designed to change the location of the infected file.
A Direct Action B Over write C Directory D Boot
36) ________ viruses are executed when the computer is restarted.
A Resident B Direct Action C Over write D Boot
37) Example of Boot viruses included _______.
A Polyboot. B B Anti EXE C Both a & b D None
38) 28 E – mail is the breeding ground for virus. A True B False
39) 29 Boot Viruses are almost extinct now. A True B False
40) Trojans replicate themselves & affect the system performance.
A True B False
41) ___________ infectors r are the common PC viruses.
42) ____________ viruses spreads from one computer to another.
43) The 1st computer virus for MS-DOS was a ____________ sector.
44) __________ enters the computer through an infected  floppy, CD , pen drive.
45) Viruses can infect only computer  ________________.
46) _______ refers to the protection of computer-based hardware and software resources against 
47) unauthorized use or natural disaster.
48) The process of verifying a user’s identity and his right to access a system is known as _______
49) Password protection , biometric authentication and encryption are the common ways of ________.



50) _______________ protection is the most common method of authentication in a computer.
51) A password is usually a series of ________________ characters.
52) Taking ____________ refers to the process of making  one or more copies of important data.
53) Firewall is a special security program that acts like a ___________________.
54) The most effective way to combat malware is to use ___________________ software.
55) Malicious software is also known as _____________________.
56) Trojans & Worms are some types of _____________________.
57) _________________ is a process of converting data and information  into a form that is not 

readable by anyone.
58) _____________ authentication can also be done  using hand geometry & a person’s retina scan.
59) Decipher means _______________.
60) A finger print sensor is used to create  a digital image of finger print. True Or False
61) ______ is a process of converting encrypted data back to readable form.
62) Chart area is defined as _______.
A The areas within which all chart components are found.
B The area within horizontal and vertical axes.
C The area where the chart title is typed.
D All
63) Data series is defined as ________.
A The data on the X- axis B The data entries from which a chart is derived
C The data used to draw a column chart only D The data entries from which a chart is not derived
64) A ______helps us to see the relationship between different parts of data.
A Data Label B Legend C Chart D None
65) A _______ chart is used to plot the data for a single data series.
A Column B Pie C Bar D All
66) The horizontal axis of a chart is also known as ________.
A Category axis B Value axis C Legend D None
67) The vertical axis of a chart is also known as __________.
A Category axis B Value axis C Legend D None
68) ________ is a popular spread sheet software.
A Ms Excel B MS Office C  MS Word D All
69) A _______ is a pictorial representation of data in a workbook.
A Graph B Chart C Excel D Pie chart
70) _______ refers to the data entries from which a chart is derived.
A Data B Data series C data Store D None
71) _______ is the horizontal axis of a chart.
A Y- axis B Z- axis C X-axis D All
72) ______ is the vertical axis of a chart.
A Y- axis B Z- axis C X-axis D All
73) Data are plotted on _______ co-ordinates.
A X axis B Y axis C X, Y D None.
74) Normally, a chart is _____ dimensional 
A 1D B 2D C 3D D None
75) A chart can be also ______ dimensional
A 1D B 2D C 3D D All
76) _______ is usually placed at the top of a chart.
A Data series B Chart title C Axis Title D None
77) _______ is the title given to an axis.



A Data series B Chart title C Axis Title D None
78) A 2D graph has two axis ___ and _____.
A X axis B Y axis C X and Y axis D None
79) A 3D graph has 3 axis _, _ and _ axes.
A X, Y B X, Y, Z C X and Z D All
80) A _____ is useful for showing data changes over a period.
A Plot Area B Legend C Gridlines D All
81) ______ is a label that provides additional information.
A Plot Area B  Legend C Data Label D Chart Area.
82) A _________ is useful for showing data changes over a period of time.
A Chart Area B Plot Area C Column chart D Column Area
83) A ________ compares trends in data at equal intervals.
A Column Area B Line Chart C Pie Chart D Bar Chart
84) A _____ is used to plot the data for a single data series.
A Column Area B Line Chart C Pie Chart D Bar Chart
85) A ________ illustrates comparisons among individual items through a cluster of bars.
A Column Area B Line Chart C Pie Chart D Bar Chart
86) An ________ emphasizes the magnitude of change in data overtime.
A Column Area B Line Chart C Pie Chart D Area Chart
87) A chart is a pictorial representation of data in a workbook.
A True B False
88) A pie chart is used to plot the data for single data series.
A True B False
89) It is not possible to modify a chart once it is created
A True B False
90) We can easily relocate a chart form MS Excel
A True B False
91) Legend refers to the data entries from which a chart is derived.
A True B False

STD: 7     SUB: Aptitude SA.1  
MCQs

1. Inculcate (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Teach (b)Grow (c)Implant  (d) 
Learn

2. Trash (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Waste  (b)Raw (c)Unwanted  (d) 
Foolish

3. Event (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Time (b)Chance (c)End  (d) 
Incident

4. Expert (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Clever  (b)Skill (c)Able  (d) 
Genius

5. Negotiate (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Discussion (b)Ready (c)Accomplish  (d) Sell

6. Vanish (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Disappear  (b)End (c)Finish  (d) Lost



7. Regal (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Magnificent (b)Huge (c)Distinct  (d) 
Increase

8. Legendary (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Real (b)Imaginary (c)Fabulous  (d) 
Good

9. Some girls are standing in a line. Sapna is 13th from either end. How many girls are standing in the line?

10. Some boys are standing in a line. Naveen is 13th from one end and 16th from the other. How many boys are 
standing in the line?

11.  Some men are standing in a line waiting  for the railway ticket window to open. There are 12 people ahed of Mr.
Sharma and 10 people behind him. How many persons are in the line at the moment?

12.  A chain has 47 links. 13th link from one end is rusted. From the other end 17th link is also rusted. How many links 
lie between these two rusted links?

13.  Priyanka and Mona are standing in a line waiting for the school bus. When the bus arrives Priyanka will be the 
3rd to get in and Mona will be 7th. How many children are standing between Mona and Priyanka?

14.  If BEAR is coded as 4952 and CLIP is coded as 1790, then LIAR will be coded as: 
(a) 7582 (b) 5782 (c) 2875 (d) 7852

15. Sheep: Lamb :: Butterfly (a) Pup (b) Moth (c) Cub (d) Caterpillar

16. B : E H : K G : J T :  ? (a)I (b) G (c) D (d) E

17. B : Y C : X D : W E : ?  (a)V (b) W (c) U (d) Y

18. ACE : BDF (a) DFH : IJK (b) LNP : QRS (c) LMN : OPQ (d) PRT : QSU

19. BDF : GHI (a)ACE : GHI (b) LNP : QRS (c) EGI : JLN (d) PQR : SUW

20. LMN : OQS (a) PQR : STU  (b)  DEF : HJL  (c) ABC : DFH (d) RST: UVW

21. 7129 : 8128 7362 : 8361 4928 :? (a) 5929  (b)5928 (c)5972 (d) 5927

22. 6503 : 6003 7615 : 7115 8886 :  ? (a)8136  (b)8536 (c) 8386  (d) 8268

23. 7295 : 7300 4123 : 4100 5297 :  ? (a)5400 (b) 5300 (c) 5200  (d) 5100

24. 312 : 936 302 : 906 1123 :  ? (a)3669  (b) 3699 (c) 3369  (d) 3639

25. 1203 : 2406 (a) 1126: 2242  (b)2401 : 4804  (c) 1234 : 2468 (d) 1001 : 4004

26. 4216 : 16 (a) 3729: 29 (b)8192 : 81 (c) 4107 : 47 (d) 2937 : 97

27. 2388 : 2400 (a) 7126: 7000 (b) 4199 : 4300 (c) 7005 : 8000 (d) 4199 : 4200

28. A998: B997 C321: D320 P535: ? (a) T534 (b) R532 (c) Q534 (d) Q543

29. AA23: CC25 PP61: RR63 TT52: ? (a) UV54  (b) VV51 (c) UU54 (d) VV54

30. A99: B98 (a) C49 : F48 (b) P43 : Q42 (c) H73 : G72 (d) L89 : M90

31. AB23: CD24 (a) PQ72 : ST73  (b) GH53 : IJ52 (c) TU46 : VW48  (d) EF93 : 
GH94



32. AB123: CD456 (a) PQ254 : ST567 (b) EF345 : GH543 (c) PQ456 : ST789 (d) JK345
: LM678

33. Y W U S (a) T (b) R (c) Q (d) P

34. C E H L (a) Q (b) G (c) R (d) L

35. AB ZY CD XW (a) ZF (b) XF (c) EY (d) EF

36. A,  C,  F,  H, K, M, ____, ____ (a) P R  (b) R P  (c) LM  (d) O P

37. ABA ____ AB _____ ______ (a) BBB  (b) ABB  (c) BAB  (d) BAA

38. 763 963 1163 1363 (a) 1565 (b) 1564  (c) 1563 (d) 1654

39. 1101 1202 1303 1404 (a) 1503 (b) 1605  (c) 1707 (d) 1505

40. 9987 8876 7765 6654 (a) 5545 (b) 5543  (c) 4454 (d) 4096

41. 150,170,190,210,230,250,___,_____ (a) 270    290 (b) 280  290 (c) 290   270 (d) 260   290

42. B110,D220,F330,H440,_____,________ (a) J550    L660  (b) L660 J 550  (c) I 550 J 660 (d) J550   K660

43. Z18 Y17 X16 ___ V14  ___T12  S12 (a) V12 W15  (b) W15  U12  (c)W12 U15  (d) W15  Y12

44. 4254 : 5254 (a) 9176: 8176  (b)4329 : 4409  (c) 4239 : 4329 (d) 1234 : 2234

45. 3500 : 3000 (a) 5000: 4500  (b)6200 : 6000  (c) 7600 : 8000 (d) 9000 : 9500

46. 1120 : 3360 (a) 1332: 1664  (b)1203 : 3609  (c) 2330 : 6996 (d) 3210 : 9632

47. 2468 : 1234 (a) 2244: 4488  (b) 4488: 2240  (c) 8640: 4320 (d) 2664: 1223

48. 712T: 812U 613J: 713K 224L:? (a) 324N  (b) 324M  (c) 124M (d) 422M

49. 523K: 52J 735M: 73L 236T:? (a) 36U (b) 23S  (c) 36S (d) 23T

50. Accumulate (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Store  (b)Record  (c)Compile  (d) Increase

51. Mortification (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Humiliation  (b)Insult  (c) Suppress  (d) Dispute

52. Inculcate (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Teach  (b)Grow  (c)Implant  (d) Learn

53. Trash (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Waste (b)Raw (c)Unwanted  (d) Foolish

54. Event (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Time (b)Chance  (c)End  (d) Incident

55. Expert (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Clever (b)Skill  (c)Able  (d) Genius

56. Negotiate (Tick the closest meaning) (a)Discussion  (b)Ready  (c)Accomplish  (d) Sell

57. Perceptive (Tick the opposite to given word) (a)Keen (b) Idle (c)Aware  (d) Ignorant

58. Liberal (Tick the opposite to given word) (a)Free  (b)Slave (c) Bound (d) Confirmed

59. 615 715 815 915 1015 1115 ____,  _______
(a) 1215, 1315  (b) 1315, 1214  (c) 1214, 1314  (d) 1213, 1313

60. 1001 2003 3005 4007 5009 6011 ____,  _______
(a) 8015, 7013  (b) 7013, 8015  (c) 7031, 8051  (d) 7000, 8000



61. AC PR LN XY TV (Cross (X) the odd one out)

62. JM NQ RU AD LP (Cross (X) the odd one out)

63. ABP DER GHS JKV MNX (Cross (X) the odd one out)

64. YA WC UG SJ QM (Cross (X) the odd one out)

65. CP ER GS IT KU (Cross (X) the odd one out)

66. ACE DFH RTV JLM PRT (Cross (X) the odd one out)

67. ZYA XWC VUG TSJ RQM (Cross (X) the odd one out)

68. ABZC CDYE EFXH GHWI IJVK (Cross (X) the odd one out)

69. 625 225 1225 3025 1875 (Cross (X) the odd one out)

70. 2738 4196 2194 372 4048 (Cross (X) the odd one out)

71. 1122 2233 3007 4466 9922 (Cross (X) the odd one out)

72. Hat Cap Veil Turban Helmet (Cross (X) the odd one out)

73. Dhaka Beijing Moscor Mumbai London (Cross (X) the odd one out)

74. Lotys Rose Marigold Tulip Lily (Cross (X) the odd one out)

75. Baboon Jaguar Chimpanzee Gorilla Gobbon (Cross (X) the odd one out)

76. Delhi Mumbai Agra Kolkata Chennai (Cross (X) the odd one out)

77. Volga Nile Amazon Niagara Congo (Cross (X) the odd one out)

78. Nail Pin Hammer Needle Screw (Cross (X) the odd one out)

79. 4092 7068 2097 3066 9204 (Cross (X) the odd one out)

80. 7000 8008 9000 4000 6000 (Cross (X) the odd one out)

81. 4122 7025 4196 3095 1234 (Cross (X) the odd one out)

82. CP ER GS IT KU (Cross (X) the odd one out)

83. ACE DFH RTV JLM PRT (Cross (X) the odd one out)

84. ZYA XWC VUG TSJ RQM (Cross (X) the odd one out)

85. ABZC CDYE EFXH GHWI IJVK (Cross (X) the odd one out)

86. YA WC UG SJ QM (Cross (X) the odd one out)

87. CP ER GS IT KU (Cross (X) the odd one out)

88. ACE DFH RTV JLM PRT (Cross (X) the odd one out)

89. ZYA XWC VUG TSJ RQM (Cross (X) the odd one out)

90. ABZC CDYE EFXH GHWI IJVK (Cross (X) the odd one out)

91. Bhutan : Thimpu :: Bangladesh (a)Midnapore  (b) Dhaka (c) Chittagang (d) Tinsukhia



92. Painting: Artist :: Symphony (a) Poet  (b) Novelist (c) Essayist (d) Ocean

93. AB : W C : X D : W E : ? (a) V (b) W (c) U (d) Y

94. ABCD : EEFF LMNO : PPQQ EFGH : IIJJ PQRS : ? (a) TTUU  (b) UUTT  (c) UTUT
(d) SXTV

95. AB : CD (a) PQ : RS (b) VW : YZ (c) LM : JK (d) CD : DE

96. 7129 : 8128 7362 : 8361 4928 :? (a) 5929  (b)5928 (c)5972 (d) 5927

97. 6503 : 6003 7615 : 7115 8886 :  ? (a)8136  (b)8536 (c) 8386  (d) 8268

98. 7295 : 7300 4123 : 4100 5297 :  ? (a)5400 (b) 5300 (c) 5200  (d) 5100

99. 312 : 936 302 : 906 1123 :  ? (a)3669  (b) 3699 (c) 3369  (d) 3639

100. 1203 : 2406 (a) 1126: 2242  (b)2401 : 4804  (c) 1234 : 2468 (d) 1001 : 4004

101. 4216 : 16 (a) 3729: 29 (b)8192 : 81 (c) 4107 : 47 (d) 2937 : 97

102. 2388 : 2400 (a) 7126: 7000 (b) 4199 : 4300 (c) 7005 : 8000 (d) 4199 : 4200

103. A998: B997 C321: D320 P535: ? (a) T534 (b) R532 (c) Q534 (d) Q543

104. AA23: CC25 PP61: RR63 TT52: ? (a) UV54  (b) VV51 (c) UU54 (d) VV54

105. ABC4: DEF6 PQR5: STU7 LMN3: ? (a) OPQ6 (b) OPQ4 (c) PQ5 (d) OPQ5

106. A99: B98 (a) C49 : F48 (b) P43 : Q42 (c) H73 : G72 (d) L89 : M90

107. AB23: CD24 (a) PQ72 : ST73  (b) GH53 : IJ52 (c) TU46 : VW48  (d) EF93 : 
GH94

108. AB123: CD456 (a) PQ254 : ST567 (b) EF345 : GH543 (c) PQ456 : ST789 (d) JK345
: LM678

109. Y W U S (a) T (b) R (c) Q (d) P

110. C E H L (a) Q (b) G (c) R (d) L

111. AB ZY CD XW (a) ZF (b) XF (c) EY (d) EF

112. A,  C,  F,  H, K, M, ____, ____ (a) P R  (b) R P  (c) LM  (d) O P

113. ABA ____ AB _____ ______ (a) BBB  (b) ABB  (c) BAB  (d) BAA

114. B ____ BA _____ ______  BA (a) ABB  (b) ABA  (c) BBA  (d) BAB

115. 763 963 1163 1363 (a) 1565 (b) 1564  (c) 1563 (d) 1654

116. 1101 1202 1303 1404 (a) 1503 (b) 1605  (c) 1707 (d) 1505

117. 9987 8876 7765 6654 (a) 5545 (b) 5543  (c) 4454 (d) 4096

118. 150,170,190,210,230,250,___,_____ (a) 270    290 (b) 280  290 (c) 290   270 (d) 260   290

119. B110,D220,F330,H440,_____,________ (a) J550    L660  (b) L660 J 550  (c) I 550 J 660 (d) J550   K660

120. Z18 Y17 X16 ___ V14  ___T12  S12 (a) V12 W15  (b) W15  U12  (c)W12 U15  (d) W15  Y12



121. Curd : Milk:: Wine (a) Sugarcane  (b) Grape (c) Oats (d) Lemon

122. USA: Dollar :: Afghanistan (a)Taka (b) Rupee (c) Afghani  (d) Afina

123. Menu: Food :: Catalogue (a) Rack (b) Newspaper (c) Library  (d) Books

124. Z : X T : R L : J F :  ? (a) I (b) G (c) D (d) E

125. AB : DE PQ : ST  LM : OP   GH : ? (a)IK (b) KL (c) JK (d) IJ

126. EFG : IJK LMN : PQR ABC: EFG RST :  ? (a) YXZ  (b) XWY  (c) VXW (d) 
VWX

127. BD : EG (a) PQ : RS (b) TV : XZ  (c) AC : DF (d) TV : WZ

128. AB : EF (a) EF : GH (b) CD : GH (c) LM :OP (d) GH : LM

129. ACEG : BDFH (a) PRTV : QSUW (b) DEFG : HIJK(c) LNPR : MOQT (d) BDFG : CEGJ

130. AABC : DDEF (a) UUVW : XXZY (b) PPQR : RRST (c) JJKL : NNOP(d) PPQR : SSTU

131. 7026 : 6207 4196 : 6914 7321 :  ?(a) 1723   (b) 1327  (c) 1237  (d) 1732

132. 1192 : 92 9126 :26 7185 :  ?(a) 71   (b) 85  (c) 18  (d) 75

133. 234 : 468 204 : 408 342 :  ? (a) 684  (b)468  (c) 648  (d) 864

134. 4254 : 5254 (a) 9176: 8176  (b)4329 : 4409  (c) 4239 : 4329 (d) 1234 : 2234

135. 3500 : 3000 (a) 5000: 4500  (b)6200 : 6000  (c) 7600 : 8000 (d) 9000 : 9500

136. 1120 : 3360 (a) 1332: 1664  (b)1203 : 3609  (c) 2330 : 6996 (d) 3210 : 9632

137. 2468 : 1234 (a) 2244: 4488  (b) 4488: 2240  (c) 8640: 4320 (d) 2664: 1223

138. 712T: 812U 613J: 713K 224L:? (a) 324N  (b) 324M  (c) 124M (d) 422M

139. 523K: 52J 735M: 73L 236T:? (a) 36U (b) 23S  (c) 36S (d) 23T

140. AA123: 321ZZ BB345: 543YY CC129: ?(a) 921XX  (b) 921YY  (c) 912XX (d) 129XX

141. ABC4: 321ZZ BB345: 543YY CC129: ?(a) T534 (b) R532  (c) Q534 (d) Q543

142. 600AB: 700CD (a) 520TU : 620WX  (b) 210GH : 310JK (c) 810PQ : 910RS (d) 723XY : 
813YZ

143. ABC7: DEF6 (a) TXY3 : YZW4     (b) PQR5 : STU4   (c) JKL3 : MNO4  (d) TUV8 : WXZ7

144. VW AB WX BC (a) CD (b) XY (c) DE (d) YX

145. ABP DEQ GHR JKS (a) MNT  (b) MTN  (c) LMT (d) MTU

146. AAB   ____ _____    ______ (a) BAA  (b) ABA  (c) BBA  (d) ABB

147. ABA ____ BA _____ B______ (a) AAB  (b) AAA  (c) ABA  (d) BAA

148. 135 246 357 468 (a) 597  (b) 579  (c) 577  (d) 589

149. 987 876 765 654 (a) 543  (b) 545  (c) 544  (d) 764



150. AB98 CD87 EF76, ________, IJ54, KL43, MN32,   ________
(a) OP21 GH65  (b) GH65 OP21 (c) OP65   GH21

151. Australia: Dollar :: India (a) Midnapore  (b) Dhaka (c) Chittagang (d) Tinsukhia

152. Sheep: Lamb :: Butterfly (a) Pup (b) Moth (c) Cub (d) Caterpillar

153. B : E H : K G : J T :  ? (a)I (b) G (c) D (d) E

154. B : Y C : X D : W E : ?  (a)V (b) W (c) U (d) Y

155. ACE : BDF (a) DFH : IJK (b) LNP : QRS (c) LMN : OPQ (d) PRT : QSU

156. BDF : GHI (a)ACE : GHI (b) LNP : QRS (c) EGI : JLN (d) PQR : SUW

157. LMN : OQS (a) PQR : STU  (b)  DEF : HJL  (c) ABC : DFH (d) RST: UVW

158. 8240 : 4120 8046 : 4023 4096 :  ? (a) 2008 (b) 4028  (c) 2096 (d) 2048

159. 4732 : 2374 (a) 2196: 6921  (b)9173 : 3719  (c) 7163 : 6317 (d) 7299 : 9972

160. 43BC: 44DE 56LM: 57NO 62PQ: ? (a) 63RS  (b) 64RS  (c) 63SR (d) 61RT

161. AB12: A2 PQ43: STU LMN3: ?(a) L5   (b) K5 (c) J5 (d) K4

162. A162: C164 (a) P293 : R295  (b) L705 : M707 (c) T908 : V909 (d) X452 : Y454

163. ZAB3: 4CD5 (a) 7LM8 : 6NP5(b) 4PQ5 : 6ST7  (c) 3PQ4 : 5RS6 (d) 2GH4 : 5IJ6

164. 9A8B: 7C6D (a) 8P7Q : 6R5S  (b) 2G3I : 6ST7  (c) 3PQ4 : 5RS6 (d) 2GH4 : 5IJ6

165. A B D G (a) M (b) K (c) L (d) S

166. Z X U Q (a) U (b) N (c) T (d) L

167. AZ BY CX DW (a) UV (b) VE (c) EV (d) DV

168. 7062 6052 5042 4032 (a) 4092 (b) 3054  (c) 3046 (d) 3022

169. 9809 8808 7807 6806 (a) 5896 (b) 5804 (c) 5805 (d) 5842

170. AA9 BB8 CC7 DD6 (a) EE5 (b) FF6  (c) EF6 (d) FF5

171. XY4 WY5 VY6 UY7 (a) YT8 (b) TY7  (c) TY8 (d) Y79

172. AZ9 BY7 CX6 DW3 (a) VE9 (b) VE1  (c) EV0 (d) EV1

173. P43 Q53 R63 S73 (a) U93 (b) T83  (c) T38 (d) U83

174. XX12 WW23 VV34 UU45 (a) TT65  (b) TT56  (c) UU56 (d) VV56

175. 1120 2230 3340 4450 5560 ______           _______
(a) 7780    6670  (b) 6670 7780  (c) 6660   7770  (d) 6650   7750

176. 50, 55, 60, 65, _____75, 80, ______, 90,     95
(a) 70    85  (b) 80  90 (c) 85   70 (d) 60   80

177. B99 D88 F77 H66 J55 L44 ______ _______
(a) N33      P22 (b) P22     N33    (c) O33  P22      (d)  N33   022



178. 100, 93, 86, _____72, 65, ______, 51,     44, 37
(a) 58 79 (b) 79  58 (c) 70 60 (d) 55 80  

179. A11 C12 E13 G14 I15 K16 ____  _____
(a) M17 018 (b) O18  M17  (c) P17 O18  (d) M18  017

180. G22 H33 I44, __________, K66, ________, M88,   N99
(a) J55, L77  (b) L77, J55  (c) J50  L 76

Std.7    SUB: Grammar     SA.1  MARKS: 60
MCQs (12)

181. There are ___________ Parts of Speech. (a)Five  (b) Eight (c)Four

182. Karishma is a ___________ Noun. (a) Collective  (b) Proper (c) Common

183. Happiness is a ___________ Noun. (a) Collective  (b) Abstract (c) Common

184. Diamond is a ___________ Noun. (a) Material (b) Proper (c) Common

185. Mountain is __________ Noun. (a) Common Noun  (b) Proper Noun (c) Collective Noun

186. Saraswati River is a __________ Noun. (a) Common Noun (b) Proper Noun (c) Collective Noun

187. Tree is __________ Noun. (a) Common Noun  (b) Material Noun (c) Collective
Noun

188. Honesty is a __________ Noun. (a) Abstract Noun  (b) Proper Noun (c) Collective Noun

189. Bunch is ___________ Noun. (a) Collective  (b) Abstract (c) Common

190. ________number of main Tenses are there. (a) Three  (b) Four  (c)Five

191. An action which takes place in past is called____. (a) Future Tense (b) Past Tense  (c) Present 
Tense 

192. An action which takes place in present time is called______.(a) Future Tense  (b) Past Tense  (c) Present 
Tense
Identify the Kind of Sentences  (05)

(Assertive / Imperative / Interrogative / Exclamatory)

1. He is not a cunning boy. ________________

2. Could you please bring a glass of tea? _______________

3. Bird flies._______________

4. Is he a great man? _______________

5. Go there. ________________

Turn the following jumbled words into statements (Assertive Statement) (05)

1. on switch television could the please _________________________________

2. obey must country we our _________________________________________

3. naughty very is She ___________________________________________



4. are kind too You___________________________________________

5. not be do the dogs afraid of Maya___________________________________

Rewrite the following Sentence using capital letters wherever necessary. (05)

1. columbus was the first man who sailed to america.

2. he is an honest man.

3. gandhinagar is the capital of gujarat.

4. The ganga is the longest river in egypt.

5. tanisha is very intelligent. __________

Tick (√) the group of words which are sentence and put cross (X) against those which are not: (05)

1. You are an intelligent boy. ____________

2. Over there. ________________

3. Quiet please. ___________

4. Please go there. _____________

5. I request you to go there. _________

Change the tenses as per the instruction given in the bracket (10)

1. Shakshi _________ hard for the final exam. (work, simple past tense)

2. Nancy _____________________his homework. (complete, perfect past tense)

3. Present Government ___________________a great job. (do, present perfect tense)

4. My project ______________________by next week. (finish, future perfect tense)

5. I ___________chess everyday (‘play’, Present Tense)

6. She ___________________hard to pass the exam. (work, Present Perfect)

7. They _____________________cricket match on that day (watch, past continuous)

8. He ________________to Australia next week. (go, Future Tense)

9. We __________________with gadget right now. (play, present continuous)

10. Navya ________________________for the last 4 hours. (study, present perfect Continuous)

Complete the sentences using Possessive Pronoun or Possessive Adjective. (10)

1. _________(they) holiday starts before ___________ (we).

2. Please give us _______ (you) advice first, we will ask _________ (he) later on.

3. I wish ____ (I) voice was as good as ________ (she).



4. This is the beggar _________(who/whose) stole my purse.

5. God helps those ___________(who/whose) help themselves.

6. _________(we) holiday starts before ___________ (they).

7. Please give us _______ (you) book; I will give you _________ (me) later on.

8. (She)_____ voice is as good as ________ (my).

9. This is the man _________(who/whose) has taken my money.

10. Fortune helps those ___________ (who/whose) help themselves.

Composition (any 1) (08)

1. My favorite teacher (2) My favorite festival

Std.7 SUB: Grammar     SA.1   MARKS: 60
MCQs (12)

1. _________types of Nouns are there. (a) Five  (b) Three (c)Four

2. All naming words are called ____________. (a) Noun  (b) Pronoun (c) Adjective

3. A pronoun is a word used instead of _____. (a) Noun  (b) Sentence (c) None

4. Army is a ___________ noun. (a) Common  (b) Proper (c) Collective

5. ___________ produces films? (a) Editor (b) Producer (c) none

6. ___________ type of sentences are there. (a) Four  (b) Five  (c) Three

7. A sentence that asks a question is called an ____________ sentence.

(a) Interrogative (b) Exclamatory (c) Assertive

8. A sentence that expresses a command, a request or desire is called an ____________ sentence.

(a) Interrogative (b) Exclamatory (c) Imperative

9. A sentence that expresses some strong feeling is called an __________ sentence.

(a) Interrogative (b) Exclamatory (c) Imperative

10. An action which takes place in past is called__________.(a) Future Tense (b) Past Tense (c) Present Tense 

11. An action which takes place in present time is called_______.(a) Future Tense (b) Past Tense (c) Present Tense

12. An action which takes place in future is called__________.  (a) Future Tense(b) Past Tense (c) Present 
Tense

Identify the Kind of Sentences  (10)

(Assertive / Imperative / Interrogative / Exclamatory)

1. She is an honest girl.______________ 



2. You should not do any bad things._______________

3. Do you understand me? _______________

4. Hurray! We have won the match._______________

5. I wish that I could go there.

6. What a beautiful dress it is!

7. How kind you are! 

8. Could you please bring a glass of water? 

9. You must exercise everyday to keep yourself fit.

10. Are you there? ______________ 

Turn the following jumbled words into statements (Assertive Statement) (05)

1. on switch fan the please ___________________________________________

2. serve must country we our _________________________________________

3. sick very is She ___________________________________________

4. are kind very You___________________________________________

5. not be do the dogs afraid of Maya___________________________________

Rewrite the following Sentence using capital letters wherever necessary. (05)

1. christopher Columbus was the first man who sailed to america.

2. He is an american.

3. paris is the capital of france.

4. The nile is the longest river in egypt.

5. neha is very intelligent. __________

Tick (√) the group of words which are sentence and put cross (X) against those which are not: (05)

1. You are an intelligent boy. ____________

2. Over there. ________________

3. Quiet please. ___________

4. Please go there. _____________

5. I request you to go there. _________

Change the tenses as per the instruction given in the bracket (10)

1. Our principal _________________us for lunch after the show is over. (join, future continuous tense)



2. The Olympics ______________________ thousands of tourists to London. (attract, future continuous tense)

3. I _________________________this book for almost 5 years by the end of next month. 
(write, future perfect continuous tense)

4. My family ________________________in Australia for the last 9 years by the end of this month. (live, future 
perfect continuous tense)

5. We _________________the museum next Thursday. (visit, simple future tense)

6. The train _________________the station before we reached. (leave, past perfect)

7. He ______________________for the last 2 days. (ill, past perfect tense)

8. We ____________________________for 3 hours when you get here. (play, future perfect continuous)

9. The soldiers _______________and win. (fight, past continuous)

10. He _______________his office at 4 o’clock. (leave, past perfect)

Complete the sentences using Possessive Pronoun or Possessive Adjective. (05)

1. _________(they) holiday starts before ___________ (we).

2. Please give us _______ (you) advice first, we will ask _________ (he) later on.

3. I wish ____ (I) voice was as good as ________ (she).

4. This is the beggar _________(who/whose) stole my purse.

5. God helps those ___________(who/whose) help themselves.

6. _________(we) holiday starts before ___________ (they).

7. Please give us _______ (you) book; I will give you _________ (me) later on.

8. (She)_____ voice is as good as ________ (my).

9. This is the man _________(who/whose) has taken my money.

10. Fortune helps those ___________ (who/whose) help themselves.

11. _________(he) honesty is very famous and ____ (my) is not.

12. Please give _______ (mine) book to her and take _________ (he).

13. Fortune favors to those ___________ (who/whose) work hard.

14. (She)_____ voice is as good as ________ (my).

15. This is the lady _________(whom/whose) I saw yesterday.

Composition (any 1) (08)

2. My favorite teacher (2) My favorite festival
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1. Team is ___________ Noun. (a) Collective  (b) Abstract  (c) Common

2. __________number of main Tenses are there. (a)Three  (b)Four  (c)Five

3. _______types of Nouns are there. (a) Five  (b) Three (c) Four

4. A group of words that makes complete sense is called ______.(a) Proper Noun (b) Sentence (c) None

5. Army is a ___________ noun.    (a) Common  (b) Proper (c) Collective

6. All naming words are called ___________. (a) Proper Noun (b) Collective Noun (c) 
Noun

7. Maya is ___________ Noun. (a) Collective  (b) Proper  (c) Common

8. Happiness is ___________ Noun. (a) Collective  (b) Abstract (c) Common

9. Silver is ___________ Noun .(a) Material (b) Proper (c) Common

10. Audience is ___________ Noun. (a) Collective  (b) Abstract  (c) Common

11. There ___________ is in charge of museum? (a) Burglar (b) Curator (c) Editor

12. ___________ writes for a newspaper or magazine?  (a) Burglar  (b) Journalist (c) Actor
Identify the Kind of Sentences  (10)

(Assertive / Imperative / Interrogative / Exclamatory)

1. Hurray! We have won the match._______________

2. You must exercise everyday to keep yourself fit._______________

3. Is it clear? _______________

4. Is she your sister? _______________

5. I am a boy. ________________

6. Please close the door. _______________

7. Do you know English? _______________

8. Is he an intelligent boy? _______________

9. Keep quiet. ________________

10. Please bring a glass of water. _______________

Change the tenses as per the instruction given in the bracket (10)

1. They ________________the right thing. (do, present continuous)

2. The children _____________here last evening. (play, simple past)

3. They _________ a nice time, yesterday. (have, simple past)

4. He __________ last year. (fail, simple past)



5. I found another pen while I _______________________for the old one. 
(look, past continuous tense)

6. He _______________________ Canada next year. (visit, future continuous)

7. Vrushti ______________________to an accident yesterday. (meet, simple past)

8. We __________________to work hard to get success. (have, simple future)

9. You ___________________a lot in your vacation. (enjoy, present perfect tense)

10. It ___________________right now. (rain, present continuous)

Turn the following jumbled words into statements (Assertive Statement) (05)

1. on switch fan the please ___________________________________________

2. serve must country we our _________________________________________

3. sick very is She ___________________________________________

4. are kind very You___________________________________________

5. not be do the dogs afraid of Maya___________________________________

Rewrite the following Sentence using capital letters wherever necessary. (05)

1. christopher Columbus was the first man who sailed to america.

2. He is an american.

3. paris is the capital of france.

4. The nile is the longest river in egypt.

5. neha is very intelligent. __________

Tick (√) the group of words which are sentence and put cross (X) against those which are not: (05)

1. You are an intelligent boy. ____________

2. Over there. ________________

3. Quiet please. ___________

4. Please go there. _____________

5. I request you to go there. _________

Complete the sentences using Possessive Pronoun or Possessive Adjective. (05)

1.  (She)_____ voice is as good as ________ (my).

2. This is the man _________(who/whose) has taken my money.

3. Fortune helps those ___________ (who/whose) help themselves.



4. _________(he) honesty is very famous and ____ (my) is not.

5. Please give _______ (mine) book to her and take _________ (he).

Composition (any 1) (08)

1. My favorite teacher (2) My favorite festival
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1. Taj Mahal is __________ Noun.  (a) Common Noun  (b) Proper Noun (c) Collective 
Noun

2. Mountain is __________ Noun. (a) Common Noun  (b) Proper Noun (c) Collective 
Noun

3. River Narmada is a __________ Noun. (a) Common Noun  (b) Proper Noun (c) Collective 
Noun

4. ___________ produces films? (a) Editor  (b) Producer  (c) none

5. ___________ type of sentences are there. (a) Four  (b) Five  (c) Three

6. A sentence that expresses a command, a request or desire is called an ____________ sentence.

(a) Interrogative (b) Exclamatory (c) Imperative

7. A sentence that expresses some strong feeling is called an ____________ sentence.

(a) Interrogative (b) Exclamatory (c) Imperative

8. An assertive sentence ends with ____________. (a) Full stop (b) Semi colon (c) Exclamation

9. A sentence that expresses a command, a request or desire is called an ____________ sentence.

(a) Interrogative (b) Exclamatory (c) Imperative

10. A crowd is a ____________ Noun. (a) Common  (b) Proper (c) Collective

11. Silver is ___________ Noun .(a) Material (b) Proper (c) Common

12. Sadness is ___________ Noun. (a) Collective  (b) Abstract  (c) Common

Identify the Kind of Sentences  (05)

(Assertive / Imperative / Interrogative / Exclamatory)

1. Is she your sister? _______________

2. I am a boy. ________________

3. Please close the door. _______________

4. Do you know English? _______________



5. Please bring a glass of water. _______________

Tick (√) the group of words which are sentence and put cross (X) against those which are not:  (05)

1. At the right time. __________

2. What a stupid story you have told me.  ______________

3.  was tired of listening to the same music.  ______________

4. In the east. ________

5. He is a superman. __________

6. Make it clear. ____________

Turn the following jumbled words into statements (Assertive Statement) (05)

1. Is my He friend best ___________________________________________

2. book Is this mine? ___________________________________________

3. the have zoo visited I ___________________________________________

4. is a country great India___________________________________________

5. quiet please keep________________________________________________

Rewrite the following Sentence using capital letters wherever necessary. (05)

1. The largest city in America is new york.

2. queen Elizabeth is the monarch of great Britain.

3. The red sea is to the east of egypt.

4. Krish’s birthday is on thursday.

5. narendra modi is our prime minister.

Change the tenses as per the instruction given in the bracket (10)

1. They ________________the right thing. (do, present continuous)

2. The children _____________here last evening. (play, simple past)

3. They _________ a nice time, yesterday. (have, simple past)

4. He __________ last year. (fail, simple past)

5. I found another pen while I _______________________for the old one. 
(look, past continuous tense)

6. He _______________________ Canada next year. (visit, future continuous)

7. Vrushti ______________________to an accident yesterday. (meet, simple past)



8. We __________________to work hard to get success. (have, simple future)

9. You ___________________a lot in your vacation. (enjoy, present perfect tense)

10. It ___________________right now. (rain, present continuous)

Turn the following jumbled words into statements (Assertive Statement) (05)

1. on switch fan the please ___________________________________________

2. serve must country we our _________________________________________

3. sick very is She ___________________________________________

4. are kind very You___________________________________________

5. not be do the dogs afraid of Maya___________________________________

Rewrite the following Sentence using capital letters wherever necessary. (05)

1. he is the richest man of the world.

2. americans are very polite in nature.

3. paris is the capital of france.

4. The nile is the longest river in egypt.

5. kashyap is an intelligent boy. __________

Composition (any 1) (08)

1. My favorite teacher (2) My favorite festival

1. ______ is used to qualify or add something to the meaning of noun. (a) Proper Noun  (b) Adjective (c) Verb

2. A sentence that asks a question is called an ______ sentence.(a) Interrogative (b) Exclamatory (c) Assertive

3. ___________ is a word which qualifies a verb, an adjective or another adverb.(a) Adverb  (b) Verb (c) 
Preposition

4. An assertive sentence ends with ____________. (a) Full stop (b) Semi colon (c) Exclamation

5. A sentence that expresses a command, a request or desire is called an ____________ sentence.

(a) Interrogative (b) Exclamatory (c) Imperative

6. A crowd is a ____________ Noun. (a) Common  (b) Proper (c) Collective

7. Sadness is ___________ Noun. (a) Collective  (b) Abstract  (c) Common

8. Gold is ___________ Noun. (a) Material  (b) Proper  (c) Common

9. An action which takes place in future is called_______.(a) Future Tense  (b) Past Tense  (c) Present Tense



10. Wood is __________ Noun. (a) Common Noun  (b) Material Noun (c) Collective
Noun

11. Honesty is a __________ Noun. (a) Abstract Noun (b) Proper Noun (c) Collective Noun

12. Taj Mahal is __________ Noun. (a) Common Noun  (b) Proper Noun (c) Collective Noun

Tick (√) the group of words which are sentence and put cross (X) against those which are not: (05)

1. Stand up. ________

2. I did not like it.  ______________

3. Come. _________

4. At the station. ___________

5. With me. ________________

Turn the following jumbled words into statements (Assertive Statement) (05)

1. Feeding is Richard hens the ___________________________________

2. Mother us for a cake baked ____________________________________

3. country India is my___________________________________________

4. Feeding has She for me___ ____________________________________

5. Love my school very I much ____________________________________
Choose the correct collective noun. (05)

1. a __________ of flowers (bunch, bundle)

2. a __________ of soldiers (collection, regiment)

3. a __________ of paintings (collection, some)

4. a __________ of stars (collection, galaxy)

5. an ___________ of soldiers (team, army)

Complete the sentences using Possessive Pronoun or Possessive Adjective. (05)

1. _________(they) holiday starts before ___________ (we).

2. Please give us _______ (you) advice first, we will ask _________ (he) later on.

3. I wish ____ (I) voice was as good as ________ (she).

4. This is the beggar _________(who/whose) stole my purse.

5. God helps those ___________(who/whose) help themselves.

Rewrite the following Sentence using capital letters wherever necessary. (05)



1. christopher Columbus was the first man who sailed to america.

2. He is an american.

3. paris is the capital of france.

4. The nile is the longest river in egypt.

5. neha is very intelligent. __________

Tick (√) the group of words which are sentence and put cross (X) against those which are not: (05)

1. You are an intelligent boy. ____________

2. Over there. ________________

3. Quiet please. ___________

4. Please go there. _____________

5. I request you to go there. _________

Change the tenses as per the instruction given in the bracket (10)

1. Karishma _________ hard for the final exam. (work, simple past tense)

2. Neerali _____________________his homework. (complete, perfect past tense)

3. Present Government ___________________a great job. (do, present perfect tense)

4. My project ______________________by next week. (finish, future perfect tense)

5. I ___________chess everyday (‘play’, Present Tense)

6. He ___________________hard to pass the exam. (work, Present Perfect)

7. They _____________________hockey match on that day (watch, past continuous)

8. He ________________to London next week. (go, Future Tense)

9. We __________________with game right now. (play, present continuous)

10. Gujan ________________________for the last 10 hours. (study, present perfect Continuous)

Composition (any 1) (08)

1. My favorite teacher (2) My favorite festival 
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193. _________ safely stored his suitcase in the proper place. (a) Manu (b) Kanu (c) Tinu



194. ___________ arrived on the scene. (a) Pilot  (b) Airhostess  (c) 
None

195. At last Manu decided to be like the __________. (a) Airhostess (b) Lady  (c) 
None

196. __________ came into the classroom and found everyone in an excited state.
(a) Gavaskar  (b) Bhaskar  (c) Nayan

197. The painter asked the boy to remove the bucket of _______.(a) Water (b) Oil  (c) None

198. __________ was sorting out several newspaper cuttings. (a) Grandmother(b) Grandpa  (c) 
None

199. Nivedita was __________ years old. (a) 13  (b) 15  (c) 10

200. Grandma’s name was _______. (a) Sumibai (b) Sukkubai  (c) Suibai

201. Uncle Randhir was _______ professor. (a) Retired  (b) Active  (c) None

202. Uncle Randhir was a professor of _______. (a) Ideology  (b) Indology  (c) 
Myology

203. Laxmipathy got irritated with his ______. (a) mother (b) father (c) 
brother

204. Laxmipathy’s complete breakfast was of ________. (a) bread-butter(b) parathas (c) 
None

True or False: (10)

1. Uncle Randhir was a retired professor. 

2. Jesus Christ was known for forgiveness.

3. Grandmother was sorting out several newspaper cuttings.

4. Nivedita was 15years old. 

5. Valliammai was 66 years old girl.

6. Gandhiji gave up his lawyer practice.

Fill in the blanks: (10)

1. Each Classroom was like a _________ reporter’s rom. (a) Newspaper (b) Magazine  (c) None

2. __________ listened to the villagers very attentively. (a) Madhuri (b) Collector  (c) None

3. Jacob said that they are going to __________ the classroom.(a) Change (b) Paint  (c) None

4. The Classes had taken help of _________ as well. (a) Internet (b) satellite (c) Radio

5. ________ was the principal of Town Panchayat School. (a) Nilkanth Bose(b) Niranjan Bose(c) None



Answer the Question (2 marks each) (18)

1. Who was sorting out several newspaper cuttings?

2. How old Nivedita was?

3. Who was volunteer at crocodile farm?

4. Who was scared touching to crocodile?

5. Who was fighting for our country?

6. What was Kasturba fondly called?

Write the following paragraph with good handwriting: (10)

Ever since we won the 1983 World Cup in cricket, it became the most popular game for all. A makeshift 
cricket pitch was created in an open space in almost every village and the children played the game with 
whichever bat and ball they could get hold of. That was the joy they experienced. Winning or losing the 
game was not a big deal. How well one played the game or how well one was cheered for playing well, was 
all that mattered. Nowadays, every sport is getting commercialized. That’s the beginning of strifes, 
jealousies, heart burns, deep disappointments and lasting anguish. We are sacrificing joy for fame and are 
fast losing out on our national games. 
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1. Kasturba was fondly called _________. (a) `Ba’ (b) ‘Ammai` (c) None

2. Valliammai was fondly called _________. (a) `Ba’ (b) ‘Ammai` (c) None

3. _________ safely stored his suitcase in the proper place. (a) Manu (b) Kanu (c) Tinu

4. The size of projector was _________. (a) 32 mm (b) 42 mm (c) 55 mm 

5. Jesus Christ was known for _______. (a) Forgiveness (b) compassion (c) non-violence

6. Raja Harishchandra was the king of _____. (a) Ramnagar (b) Ayodhya (c) None

7. ________ was volunteer at crocodile farm. (a) Radhe Shyam(b) Ram (c) Shyam

8. _____ was scared touching to crocodile. (a) Mahmood  (b) Mammen (c) none

9. At last Manu decided to be like the __________. (a) Airhostess (b) Lady  (c) None

10. Madhuri wanted to hand over petition to the _________. (a) Villagers (b) Collector (c) None

11. The Contractor ___________ wants to make money in the deal.(a) Shakuntal (b) Shakul Nath (c) Sharma

12. Who was not agree to paint the classroom? (a) Jacob  (b) Bhaskar  (c) Nayan

True or False: (10)



1. Uncle Randhir was a retired professor. 

2. Master Painter was giving instructions for painting.

3. Almost a Disaster is a story.

4. The contractor listened to the villagers very attentively.

5. Bhaskar came into the classroom and found everyone in an excited state.

6. Mahatma Gandhi was Diwan’s son.

Fill in the blanks: (10)

1. The Classes had taken help of ___________ as well. (a) Internet (b) satellite (c) Radio

2.  _____ was the principal of Town Panchayat School. (a) Nilkanth Bose(b) Niranjan Bose(c) None

3. Each Classroom was like a______ reporter’s rom. (a) Newspaper (b) Magazine  (c) None

4. _________ listened to the villagers very attentively. (a) Madhuri  (b) Collector  (c) None

5. Jacob said that they are going to ___ the classroom. (a) Change  (b) Paint (c) None

Answer the Question (3 marks each) (18)

1. Who was sorting out several newspaper cuttings?

2. Who safely stored his suitcase? 

3. What happened when the train reached the spot?

4. Describe the king’s appearance. 

5. Who wanted to build a road to connect with National Highways? 

6. The news of building road was not good for whom? 

Write the following paragraph with good handwriting: (10)

The old woman was quick to realize the awful danger the night train from Baltimore or Ohio was due to
cross the bridge in about half an hour. What could she do? There was no signal box, no telegraph station to
which she could run in order to warn the fast approaching train of the danger ahead. In that howling wind, a
shout would only be heard as a whisper. 

There was but one way of stopping the train, and that was to show a bright danger light. Clinging to each
other for support, the two women stumbled back to the little shack in order to find some means of giving a
warning signal.
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1. _________ safely stored his suitcase in the proper place. (a) Manu (b) Kanu (c) Tinu

2. ___________ arrived on the scene. (a) Pilot  (b) Airhostess  (c) None



3. At last Manu decided to be like the __________. (a) Airhostess (b) Lady  (c) None

4. __________ came into the classroom and found everyone in an excited state.
(a) Gavaskar  (b) Bhaskar  (c) Nayan

5. The painter asked the boy to remove the bucket of _______.(a) Water (b) Oil  (c) None

6. __________ was sorting out several newspaper cuttings. (a) Grandmother(b) Grandpa  (c) None

7. Nivedita was __________ years old. (a) 13  (b) 15  (c) 10

8. Grandma’s name was _______. (a) Sumibai (b) Sukkubai  (c) Suibai

9. Uncle Randhir was _______ professor. (a) Retired  (b) Active  (c) None

10. Uncle Randhir was a professor of _______. (a) Ideology  (b) Indology  (c) Myology

11. Laxmipathy got irritated with his ______. (a) mother (b) father (c) brother

12. Laxmipathy’s complete breakfast was of ________. (a) bread-butter(b) parathas (c) None

True or False: (10)

1. Laxmipathy’s complete breakfast was of bread-butter.

2. Uncle Randhir was a retired professor. 

3. Jesus Christ was known for forgiveness.

4. Grandmother was sorting out several newspaper cuttings.

5. Valliammai was 66 years old girl.

6. Gandhiji gave up his lawyer practice.

Fill in the blanks: (10)

1. Each Classroom was like a _________ reporter’s rom. (a) Newspaper (b) Magazine  (c) None

2. __________ listened to the villagers very attentively. (a) Madhuri (b) Collector  (c) None

3. Jacob said that they are going to __________ the classroom.(a) Change (b) Paint  (c) None

4. The Classes had taken help of _________ as well. (a) Internet (b) satellite (c) Radio

5. ________ was the principal of Town Panchayat School. (a) Nilkanth Bose(b) Niranjan Bose(c) None

Answer the Question (3 marks each) (18)

1. Who was sorting out several newspaper cuttings?

2. Who was listening to the villagers very attentively?

3. Who was volunteer at crocodile farm?

4. Who was scared touching to crocodile?



5. Who was fighting for our country?

6. Who was the principal of Town Panchayat School?

Write the following paragraph with good handwriting: (10)

Ever since we won the 1983 World Cup in cricket, it became the most popular game for all. A makeshift 
cricket pitch was created in an open space in almost every village and the children played the game with 
whichever bat and ball they could get hold of. That was the joy they experienced. Winning or losing the 
game was not a big deal. How well one played the game or how well one was cheered for playing well, was 
all that mattered. Nowadays, every sport is getting commercialized. That’s the beginning of strifes, 
jealousies, heart burns, deep disappointments and lasting anguish. We are sacrificing joy for fame and are 
fast losing out on our national games. 
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1. _________ safely stored his suitcase in the proper place. (a) Manu (b) Kanu (c) Tinu

2. ___________ arrived on the scene. (a) Pilot  (b) Airhostess  (c) None

3. At last Manu decided to be like the __________. (a) Airhostess (b) Lady  (c) None

4. __________ came into the classroom and found everyone in an excited state.
(a) Gavaskar  (b) Bhaskar  (c) Nayan

5. The painter asked the boy to remove the bucket of _______.(a) Water (b) Oil  (c) None

6. __________ was sorting out several newspaper cuttings. (a) Grandmother(b) Grandpa  (c) None

7. Nivedita was __________ years old. (a) 13  (b) 15  (c) 10

8. Grandma’s name was _______. (a) Sumibai (b) Sukkubai  (c) Suibai

9. Uncle Randhir was _______ professor. (a) Retired  (b) Active  (c) None

10. Uncle Randhir was a professor of _______. (a) Ideology  (b) Indology  (c) Myology

11. Laxmipathy got irritated with his ______. (a) mother (b) father (c) brother

12. Laxmipathy’s complete breakfast was of ________. (a) bread-butter(b) parathas (c) None

True or False: (10)

1. Each Classroom was like a reporter’s room.

2. Grandmother was sorting out several newspaper cuttings.

3. Grandma’s name was Sumibai.

4. Valliammai was 66 years old girl.

5. Gandhiji gave up his lawyer practice.



Fill in the blanks: (10)

1. Jacob said that they are going to __________ the classroom.(a) Change (b) Paint  (c) None

2. The Classes had taken help of _________ as well. (a) Internet (b) satellite (c) Radio

3. ________ was the principal of Town Panchayat School. (a) Nilkanth Bose(b) Niranjan Bose(c) None

4. Each Classroom was like a _________ reporter’s rom. (a) Newspaper (b) Magazine  (c) None

5. __________ listened to the villagers very attentively. (a) Madhuri (b) Collector  (c) None

Answer the Question (2 marks each) (18)

1. Who was sorting out several newspaper cuttings?

2. How old Nivedita was?

3. Who was volunteer at crocodile farm?

4. Who was scared touching to crocodile?

5. Who was fighting for our country?

6. What was Kasturba fondly called?

Write the following paragraph with good handwriting: (10)

One should be clear thinking, able to prioritize goals for every challenge in hand, work out measures to
remove road blocks and set the attention on reaching the goals. This is what the first story is all about. While
everyone wanted Amarnath to become proficient because they recognized his talents, yet it was his favorite
teacher who guided him to set goals, remove barriers and work systematically to reach them. The second
story is of great significance. Though our founding fathers of the Constitution of India had enshrined in the
documents eternal values, such as the right to education, freedom of expression, equal rights to property
for women and men, yet in practice there have been many lacunae.
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1. _________ safely stored his suitcase in the proper place. (a) Manu (b) Kanu (c) Tinu

2. ___________ arrived on the scene. (a) Pilot  (b) Airhostess  (c) None

3. At last Manu decided to be like the __________. (a) Airhostess (b) Lady  (c) None

4. __________ came into the classroom and found everyone in an excited state.
(a) Gavaskar  (b) Bhaskar  (c) Nayan

5. The painter asked the boy to remove the bucket of _______.(a) Water (b) Oil  (c) None

6. __________ was sorting out several newspaper cuttings. (a) Grandmother(b) Grandpa  (c) None



7. Nivedita was __________ years old. (a) 13  (b) 15  (c) 10

8. Grandma’s name was _______. (a) Sumibai (b) Sukkubai  (c) Suibai

9. Uncle Randhir was _______ professor. (a) Retired  (b) Active  (c) None

10. Uncle Randhir was a professor of _______. (a) Ideology  (b) Indology  (c) Myology

11. Laxmipathy got irritated with his ______. (a) mother (b) father (c) brother

12. Laxmipathy’s complete breakfast was of ________. (a) bread-butter(b) parathas (c) None

True or False: (10)

1. Uncle Randhir was a retired professor. 

2. Jesus Christ was known for forgiveness.

3. Grandmother was sorting out several newspaper cuttings.

4. Nivedita was 15years old. 

5. Valliammai was 66 years old girl.

6. Gandhiji gave up his lawyer practice.

Fill in the blanks: (10)

1. Each Classroom was like a _________ reporter’s rom. (a) Newspaper (b) Magazine  (c) None

2. __________ listened to the villagers very attentively. (a) Madhuri (b) Collector  (c) None

3. Jacob said that they are going to __________ the classroom.(a) Change (b) Paint  (c) None

4. The Classes had taken help of _________ as well. (a) Internet (b) satellite (c) Radio

5. ________ was the principal of Town Panchayat School. (a) Nilkanth Bose(b) Niranjan Bose(c) None

Answer the Question (2 marks each) (18)

1. Who was sorting out several newspaper cuttings?

2. How old Nivedita was?

3. Who was volunteer at crocodile farm?

4. Who was scared touching to crocodile?

5. Who was fighting for our country?

6. What was Kasturba fondly called?

Write the following paragraph with good handwriting: (10)

The old woman was quick to realize the awful danger the night train from Baltimore or Ohio was due to
cross the bridge in about half an hour. What could she do? There was no signal box, no telegraph station to



which she could run in order to warn the fast approaching train of the danger ahead. In that howling wind, a
shout would only be heard as a whisper. There was but one way of stopping the train, and that was to show
a bright danger light. Clinging to each other for support, the two women stumbled back to the little shack in
order to find some means of giving a warning signal.


